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Do you want to travel with ease and elegance getting what you need when you need it? This is the

solution for your communication problems when you travel to Colombia. You can access the phrase

you need by using a clickable table of contents that will lead you to the topic you are looking for:

Bank, Bar, Boutique, Bus travel, Business meetings, CafÃ©, Car accidents, Car rental, Car travel,

Children, Cinema, Communication, Consulate, Customs, Directions, Discomfort, Embassy, Gas

station, Hairdresser, Health, Hotel, Luggage, Metro travel, Money, Passport, Personal accidents,

Personal information, Phone, Plane and airport, Professions, Restaurant, Supermarket, Taxi,

Theatre, Time and date, Train travel, Visa, Weather Or you can find the phrase you need by

searching the keyword in the â€œsearch and findâ€• tab of your mobile device. When you find it you

can show the phrase in you mobile device to the person and solve the problem right away!

Purchase your copy today and travel safe and confident!
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I am a language fun and polyglot traveling the world to meet fascinating people and getting to know

incredible places and customs. I find nothing is more rewarding than practicing languages with

others, getting new friends and meeting new cultures and customs. Probably you feel the same

way. As I keep learning new languages I realize that each one opens up a whole array of new

experiences and a new way to look at the world. I decided to write about my experiences to share

them with other people and to transform my lifestyle into a way of making a living. I hope I will be

able to transmit my passion for languages and for people to those travelers who find that an

unknown foreign language is a barrier hard to get by. I know how it feels and hope will be able to



help travelers to get the most of their journeys. Journeys are life transforming experiences! Thanks

for reading my books! Sarah Retter

Excellent little book of commonly needed phrases. My only complaint is the formatting and lack of

page numbers on the table of contents.

I appreciate Sara Retter for writing this book. I was searching for a good Spanish speaking guide to

prepare myself before starting my dream tour program. This book contains all mostly used phrases

for all situations during travelling. Author has categorized phrases based on situations. Now,I am

that this book will make an expert at Spanish and my tour program will be very interesting without

much interference of travel guide for language problems.

This was a very useful phrase book. I liked that it was grouped by subject so that things you might

use in a conversation are all together in one place. It covered realistic subjects that come up in a

travel situation. Looking at it ahead of time before our trip gave me a good quick review of my old

high school Spanish and I felt much more prepared for simple interchanges with the locals.

My wife went to Colombia for a vacation with her sisters and she now wants me to go with her next

summer to see more of the country and I thought it would be a great idea if I can learn some

phrases in their language. This book provides the most essential phrases in Spanish and its

translation in English and I feel that this will really help a lot.

So far it's pretty good. I haven't gotten all the way through the book yet.
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